
Protection

Traffic Injury Record Sheet - STRADA
To be completed by patients who have been injured in traffic. Note! This includes pedestrians who have fallen over and cyclists who have come off their 
bicycles. 

Accident occurred
Date (year/month/day) Time

_____/_____/_____ _____:_____

Description of the accident such as causes and events. Please draw a sketch of the accident site.

Other, e.g. square, parking space:
 ___________________________________

Type of site
Street/road stretch 
Pedestrian/bike path

Intersection
Pavement

Roundabout
Bus stop

The accident occurred on a
Bike crossing Pedestrian crossing

Arrived by 

The police has been on the site

Road/pedestrian-/bike path was slippery due to:
Snow/ice Leaves Water Other: ______

Road/walking-/cycle path had: 

Unevenness      Holes and pits Loose gravel 

Tram/Train tracks     Other: ________________

Circumstances of the road,
     nothing that affected the course of the accident

Type of area
Densely built area Yes No

Name and personal identification number

Willing to be contacted for
supplementary details?

Yes Phone   ______ / _____________

No

The accident occurred
At work
At school
At leisure

On my way to/from work
On my way to/from school
Other: ___________

At the accident I was
Pedestrian
On a bike       On an e-bike
On a moped
On a EU-moped
On a Heavy MC
On a Light MC
On a four wheeler
In a car
In a heavy truck
In a light truck
On a bus
Other: ____________________

I collided with
Nothing, single accident 
Pedestrian
A bike            An e-bike
Moped
EU-moped
Heavy MC 
Light MC 
Four wheeler
Car
Heavy truck
Light truck
Bus
Other, such as tree, 
tractor, elk: ___________________

Arrival at hospital
Date (year/month/day) Time
_____/_____/_____ _____:_____

Description of accident site (as accurately as possible e.g. 
street adress, crossing streets, close to a known site, nearby shops, etc.)

Town: ______________________________

Road/Street: _____________________
In case of intersection accident name the intersecting 
road/street: _________________________________

And I was
Driver Passenger

Front Left back Middle Right back
Standing Other: _____________________________ 

Helicopter OtherAmbulance

Helmet
Belt
Child seat/cushion
Airbag triggered None
Motorcycle suit
     Other: __________________________

     None

Yes    No

Yes No UnknownUnknown



Have you been involved in a traffic accident? Fallen in the street? 
Come off your bike? 

Then you can help us prevent it happening to others! 
This emergency room is working with the Swedish Transport Agency to reduce the number of 
people injured in traffic, and we need your help. If you have been involved in an accident you are the 
person who best can describe what happened. Through your story we can get a better picture of how 
many are injured in traffic, and in what way. The information is gathered in an information system 
called STRADA. The collection of data on traffic injuries has three purposes: 

• Plan, follow-up, evaluation and quality control of the road safety work - The Swedish road 
holders, mainly The Swedish Transport Administration (Trafikverket) and municipalities use 
STRADA to plan and follow up on actions taken to reduce the number of fatalities and 
injuries on our roads and streets.

• Research on road safety - Universities and colleges use the information, and so does the 
motor industry (with the purpose of making our vehicles safer).

• Statistics - The information is used to follow up on political agendas regarding transport. It is 
also used for comparison between countries.

Note! Leave the filled out form to us in the emergency room. 

Where was the accident, and what happened? 
In order to find out which spots need to be made safer, we need to know, as accurately as possible, 
where the accident happened. Please draw a sketch of the site, write down the names of the street(s) 
or other landmarks linked to the site, such as the name of nearby companies. Also add a short 
description of how the accident happened. This will help us understand what caused the accident. 
This also applies to pedestrians and bikers. 

Supplementary information 
The information in your medical chart will be completed with information from this form. 
This is to find out how you were injured, and the severity of your injuries from the accident. 

Important to know 
The information about your accident is collected with the support of the Swedish Transport Agency 
injury database Act (2021:319). Your information is protected by the Swedish Transport Agency 
injury database Act (2021:319), GDPR and the Publicity and Secrecy Act (2009:400). The 
information may, subject to special scrutiny, be used for research purposes. The Swedish Transport 
Agency is responsible for the management of personal information, and if you have any questions 
regarding this you are welcome to contact the Swedish Transport Agency by phone number: 0771 
503 503 and ask for the Agency’s data protection officer, or by  
e-mail:vag@transportstyrelsen.se

Would you like to know more about STRADA? Go to transportstyrelsen.se/STRADA 
or call the Transport Agency at 0771-503 503 

mailto:vag@transportstyrelsen.se
http://www.transportstyrelsen.se/STRADA
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